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ABSTRACT

The development of layered finite elements has facilitated analysis of
laminated composite structures. However, the analysis of a structure contain-
ing both isotropicand compositematerialsremainsa difficultproblem. A
methodologyhas been developedto conducta "global-local"finiteelement
analysis. A "global"analysisof the entire structureis conductedat the
appropriateloads with the compositeportionsreplacedwith an orthot_'opic
material of"equivalentmaterialproperties. A "local"layeredcomposite
analysis is then conductedon the regionof interest. The displacement
results from the "global"analysisare used as loads to the "local"analysis,
The laminate stresses and strainscan then be examined and failurecriteria
evaluated.

I NTRODUCTI ON

The increasing usage of composite materials in structural applications has led
to the continued development of advanced layered or composite elements in the
ANSYS(1989) finite element program. A triangular laminated shell element
(STIF53) was available at least as far back as Revision 3.0. The I00 layer'
STIF99 shell element was released in Revision 4.3 and had the capability of
evaluating failure criteria. Revision 4.4 included the I00 layer STIF46 sol iu
element which includes through thickness effects_

The initial composite structures to be fabricated were thin laminates. The
assumption of plane stress conditions simplified analysis methods. Advances
in composite fabrication techniques have made possible the production of thick
composite structures. The plane stress assumption was no longer valid and
analysts requested elements with through thickness capabilities. The release
of the STIF46 element in Revision 4.4 provided a means for analyzing thick
la,yered solids or shells.

Structures comprised totally of composite materials are uncommonat this time. "
j Conventional materials seem invariably to be a part of the structur: whether

for temperature,moisture,corrosion,fabrication,cost or other reasons
; This combinationof isotropicand laminatedmaterialsis particularlyperplex-

'i ing to the analyst if the isotropic portion would normally be modelled with 2-

I dimensional elements, either plane stress, plane strain, or axisymmetric. The rtypical approach has been to replace the composite portion of the structureI
1 with an orthotropic material of equivalent stiffness so that stresses in the
i isotropicportions of the structurecan be evaluated. An independentlaminate
I

i
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analysis code is then applied to the composite section using loads determined
from the finite element analysis.

The concept of substituting a material of equivalent stiffness for a laminated
composite structure is not new in solid mechanics. Pagano and Soni (1983)
used variatinnal principles to derive a global-local model which was capable
of determining accurate global displacements and local lamina stresses. Hyer
(1987) used an equivalent orthotropic stiffness technique to evaluate the
displacements of a thick, laminated cylinder. Kumar and Weerth (1991) have
documented a procedure using ANSYSwith a separate post-processor to examine
interlaminar stresses.

This paper describes a method that was developed to conduct the entire global-
local analysis within the ANSYSprogram. 'The composite portion of the model
is replaced by an equivalent orthotropic material. The displacement results
of this global finite element analysis are applied to a local three-dimension-
al composite model. The Cut Boundary Interpolation method located in the
ANSYSAUXI utility is used to accurately transfer the displacements from the
global model to the local model. Lamina stresses can then be evaluated and
failure criteria considered.

METHODOLOGY

The first step is the determination of the equivalent orthotropic properties
that represent the composite laminate. This equivalent stiffness material is
used in the global analysis of the entire structure. This is accomplished
with the STIF46 element.

The STIF46 element is an 8-node solid element designed to model thick layered
shells or solids. This element allows up to 100 different layers to be
modeled in one element, The material, orientation, and thickness of each
layer is defined with the element real constants. An alternative modeling
approach is to stack multiple elements with each element representing one or
more layers. Both met,_ods are used during the course of this procedure.

A unit dimension STIF46 element is constructed and the desired composite layup
is specified with _he element real constants. Table 4..46.1 of the ANSYS
User's Manual describes the required information. Correct use of coordinate
systems as pertaining to material directions is of utmost importance through-
out this entire procedure. The examples given here are consistent with an
axisymmetric analysis of a filament wound structure (i,e., ANSYSglobal Y-axis
is the axis of revolution).

ANSYSscales the input lamina thicknesses to the thickness of the element as
defined by the nodes. This allows the use ':f a unit dimension element. The
laminate can be described with actual layer thicknesses without being con-
cerned that the element has the necessary thickness.

The key to the use of ANSYS'to determ',ne equivalent material properties is in
setting KEYOPT(2) = 5 for the STIF46 element_ This forces ANSYSto print the
material property matrices after integrating through zhe thickness of the
element. These are labeled MEMBRANE,INTERACTION,BENDING_THIRD-ORDER,and
FOURTH-ORDERmatrix. The first three are the familiar A, B and D stiffness
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orientationbe selectedand/orgraph plots (PLPATH)be used. The typically
wide variation in stresslevels betweenlamina resultsin a loss of detail if
contourplots of the entiremodel are made. Figure 2 shows a set of results
obtained by a PLPATH commandof elementsselectedby common material and
orientation. If the analystis confidentirithe failure criterionused, color
contour plots of the entiremodel would provide a ready means for identifying
lamina that exceed the failurecriterion.

RESULTS

This procedure was applied extensively to the design of an externally pressur-
ized cylindrical structure. Failure predictions from the analysis correlated
well with the failure modes observed during experimental testing.
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Figui'e i STIF46 Local Model
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Figure 2 Lamina Stress Results
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